
CMP left-right alternative measure

Ratio’ scaling of Right-Left positions

To remedy this alleged bias however a ‘ratio’ scale 

has been proposed where only ‘Left’ and ‘Right’ 

emphases are used in the denominator, as follows: 

RATIO (raw scores or percentage is the same in this 

case) = (R - L) / (R + L)



CMP left-right alternative measure

Ratio’ scaling of Right-Left positions

The measure ranges from -1 to 1, and makes explicit the 

range constraint hidden in Ratio. Dividing by R + L 

decouples the measure from variation in the importance 

a party assigns to any issue area (other than R and L)

Unlike RILE, this measure will not necessarily create an 

apparent move to a more centrist position if the party 

decides to focus on other policy areas

Indeed, comparing category counts only to counts in the 

opposing category rather than to counts of all quasi-

sentences, makes the marginal effect of another 

sentence on the left or right side of the issue equals to: 

1/(R + L)



CMP left-right alternative measure

Ratio’ scaling problems

RATIO shares the assumptions embodied in RILE about 

the fixed marginal effect of another coded sentence 

and the existence of fixed endpoints

This has the unfortunate effect of forcing scores to the 

extremes, i.e., forcing the RATIO to -1 when R = 0 

irrespective of the value of L, or to 1 when L = 0 

irrespective of the value of R, leading to spikes at the 

boundaries of the scale



CMP left-right alternative measure

A Logit Ratio Scale

Consider the process of reading a party manifesto for 

changes in policy content, as a voter might do, for 

example, if trying to identify any change in some party’s 

policy position on the European Union

If the party’s previous platform contained 50 sentences in 

favour of increased European integration, and 20 

emphasizing its disadvantages, then a new manifesto 

containing 50 sentences in favor and 21 against would 

barely register as an indicator of policy change

But if the previous platform had contained 10 and 4 

sentences for and against the EU, and the new platform 

10 and 5, then a policy change is more plausible!!!



CMP left-right alternative measure

A Logit Ratio Scale

This suggests that the balance between assertions in favor 

of the EU and against it between platforms is usefully 

summarized not by the difference between sentence 

counts, but rather by their ratio

The effect of adding one more sentence in the first case 

decreases the ratio of anti-EU sentences by about 5% 

(50/20=2.5; 50/21=2.38; (2.38/2.5)-1=-5%), and in the 

second by 20% (10/4)=2.5; 10/5=2; (2/2.5)-1=-20%)

This logic suggests in other words that from the point of 

view of a party manifesto writer wanting to communicate 

a position effectively, it is important to manipulate the 

relative balance between quantity of sentences , or 

R/L if we go back to the left-right scale!



CMP left-right alternative measure

A Logit Ratio Scale

Consequently we should operate in proportions, not 

levels, and work with a logarithmic scale relationship 

between the underlying quantity and subjective estimations 
of it

LOGIT (raw scores) = log[(R+.5)/(L+.5)]  [1] 

LOGIT (raw scores) = log(R+.5)-log(L-.5) [2]

Why a logarithmic scale? Imagine that a party has R=0 

and L=1, or R=0 and L=100, if you do not use the 

logarithmic scale but just a proportion (R/L) you would 

always gets 0, while using [1] you would get -0.47 and -

2.3. Much more reasonable! And if L=0 and R=1 (or 

100)? You could not estimate R/L, but [1] yes!



CMP left-right alternative measure

LOGIT’ scaling problems: Much ado about nothing?

The LOGIT procedure correlates with the original RILE 

ones at r = .94



CMP’s left-right scale

A-posteriori approach:

Gabel and Huber (2000) approach: ideology is conceived 

as a "constraint" on policy positions, such that positions 

on a broad range of issues are related to each other in 

consistent and identifiable ways

Ideology therefore reduces differences in party positions 

over many policies to differences in party positions on a 

single dimension. If one finds considerable constraint in 

the relationship between specific issues and a particular 

"super issue" then scholars typically label this super 

issue the "left-right" dimension. The vanilla method aims 

to uncover this "super issue" and party positions on it.



CMP’s left-right scale

VANILLA’ scaling problems

The essential purpose of the Gabel-Huber method is to use 

the CMP data to generate the best uni-dimensional 

account of covariation in party policy positions

While there is no a-posteriori interpretation of results using 

the Gabel-Huber approach, the price paid is that the 

notions of left and right that emerge have no substantive 

meaning in terms of public policy

Moreover, any give implementation of this inductive 

technique will be entirely dependent upon the choice of 

cases to analyse. Applying this method to different 

parties and different time periods will produce left-right 

scales with different substantive meanings. Besides, the 

scores keep changing the more data you have!!!



CMP’s data shortcomings

If you use a a-priori approach, CMP left-right measure 

consists of pre-defined and fixed scale components 

- the constituent elements of the left-right scale are 

defined in the same way for all countries, at all time 

periods…

…..but the meaning of left and right can vary in time and 

space

CMP measure may not include relevant variables, that can 

explain much of the parties’ variation, while considering 

unrelated ones    



CMP or Expert?



CMP or Expert?

The first general pattern of note in the Figure is the 

apparent lack of bias in the two measures, indicated by 

relatively good linear fit and by the nearly perfect 

intersection of the regression line through the (10.5, 0) 

midpoint of the scales

The second interesting pattern is that, despite the good 

linear fit, there is a lot of apparently random noise: the 

placements by country specialists explain only 40% of 

the variance in the CMP left-right scores



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Therefore…computing the position of a party using an 

expert survey estimate may lead to different results than 

the ones of the CMP

Why? Although there is no pattern to explain these 

differences, there are a number of hypothesis that can 

be considered:

First possibility: party policies change between the time of 

the election for which CMP scored a party manifesto, 

and the time when the expert survey was conducted



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Second  possibility: one of the two measurements 

contains significant error 

Third possibility: they measure (partly…) different 

quantities

- party manifestos may have policy preferences not 

expressed in their election programmes and which 

hence cannot be captured in the scores provides by 

CMP

- no single pre-defined scale will accurately characterize 

the left right dimension of politics in all countries (and 

over time…)

Let’s dig more into this last point



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Back to the figure!

Some parties have been located wrongly on the left-right 

scales according to CMP: parties for which immigration, 

nationalism, or the environment are important issues

Because none of these issues are components of the 

CMP left-right scale used (despite the strong evidence 

that party positions for example on the environment are 

indeed now part of our contemporary understanding of 

left and right in politics) it is possible that CMP scores for 

parties emphasizing these issues could differ from the 

corresponding placements by country specialists on the 

left-right scale



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Remember that according for example to the RILE 

measurement, if a party in the CMP dataset starts talking 

more about the environment and less about other 

content categories in the CMP left-right scale, then it will 

appear to be becoming more centrist 

But we might well feel that this party is not “really” 

becoming more centrist at all – but rather that the scale 

we are using is getting progressively more “out of date”



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

This might explain why the CMP ranked as centrist the 
Austrian Greens and Belgian Ecolo parties, whereas the 
placements by country specialists of these same parties 
are considerably more left-wing

Likewise, CMP ranked as left-of-center several nationalist 
parties that were scored as right-wing by the country 
specialists, including the Belgian VB and the New 
Zealand First Party 

Why that? For several reasons, including possible 
ideological bias of experts and/or the fact that they 
tend to classify parties making inference on their 
“reputation”/“party family” (communists, socialists, 
liberals, Christian democratic, conservatives, 
nationalists,…) 



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Because the constituent elements of the CMP left-right 

scale are defined in the same way for all countries at all 

time periods, they do not – and indeed cannot – reflect 

temporal differences in the meanings of the “left-right” 

dimension of policy…

…or also local differences in the meanings of the “left-

right” dimension of policy



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

And in fact, local differences do appear as relevant! 

The fact that the Benoit-Laver expert survey asked 

respondents to locate each party on a general left-right 

scale, in addition to a set of substantive policy scales, 

allows to explore what the country specialists had in 

mind in substantive terms when they placed parties on 

the left-right scale, and thereby to infer the substantive 

meaning of left and right for any given country



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Thus, for each of the 47 countries investigated in the 

Benoit-Laver expert survey, it is possible to analyze the 

relationship between party placements by experts on the 

left-right dimension and placements by the same experts 

of the same parties on several policy dimensions

The results from correlations of individual policy 

placements from the expert surveys with the expert 

survey left-right scale indicate that the components of 

left-right vary significantly from country-to country 



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

The correlation between individual policy placements from 

the Japanese 2015 expert survey with the expert 

survey left-right scale indicate that the main components 

of left-right in Japan are: defense policy (r=.92), US 

affairs (r=-81), immigration (r=.73) and environment 

(r=.70), but relatively low impact of economic dimensions 

(contrary to other countries…)

The implication is that no single scale pre-built from 

individual components (such as the CMP left-right 

measure) will accurately characterize the left-right 

dimension in all cases



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

On the other side the CMP scale presents some other 

advantages over expert surveys judgments:

Expert survey scores have very little dynamic variation: 

expert surveys over time tends to give quite similar 

scores for the same party!

This is troubling because it presents us with the possibility 

that expert scores are operating as if they describe 

general left-right tendencies across time, a mean 

position for each party

But such fixed positions preclude analyzing party 

movements, if there are real party movements



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Theoretical relevance of that: a measurement record of 

static party positions when in fact party position taking 

is dynamic, would make it impossible to investigate:

• whether parties try to accommodate the position of the 

median voter

• adapt their positions to one another or to their own past 

success

• follow through on their policy promises to voters while in 

government

• supply sufficiently dynamic offerings to electorates so as 

to make parties in parliament and government accurately 

reflect the position of median voters in the long run 



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

In this sense, it seems that while expert surveys measure the 

long-run general tendencies of party left-right positions, 

CMP shows there are systematic dynamics to party left-

right positions

Approx. 1 party out of 3 presents systematic policy changes

(though only few made substantive changes)



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Moreover, expert surveys provide a static measurement of parties’ 

left-right positions not only over time, but across countries as 

well!

Expert surveys do not carry us much beyond what could be 

achieved by scoring party left-right positions according to 

each one’s party-family affiliation. The CMP, on the other 

hand, records meaningful differences across nations

The CMP measurements contain variation attributable to national 

differences: parties in Canada and Norway, for example, are 

relative more left-leaning within each party family compared to 

parties in the same family in the USA and Australia. 

 remember Downs! Convergence toward median voter

 maybe median voter in Norway is more leftist than USA



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

We appear to be stuck between a rock and a hard place 
with respect to the CMP a-prior left-right scale! 

If we do not change the definition of some policy scale in 
which we are interested, then it remains frozen at a 
particular time point and becomes progressively less 
valid

If we do change the content to reflect the changing political 
reality the scale is intended to measure, then how do we 
compare scale positions before and after the scale’s 
definition has been changed? 

Suggestion: the CMP generally preferred to expert surveys 
for analyses involving left-right party positions over an 
appreciable amount of time across countries



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Note however that also the CMP dataset is a static

measure in relative terms, given that it cannot take into 

considerations what happens in the inter-electoral 

period!

For doing that, analyzing legislative speeches could be a 

possible alternative…more on this later (hopefully…)



CMP’s data shortcomings

Human-coded content analysis is a painfully resource-

intensive activity

Given the huge expense involved, the vast majority of the 

manifestos that form the basis of the CMP dataset were 

coded once only by a single human coder(*)

A crucial consequence of this is that every single number in 

the CMP dataset, as in almost all other datasets generated 

by human-coded content analysis, is presented as a single 

point estimate with no estimate of associated error. But 

there is surely error in these, as in all other, data

(*) in case of content analyses made by 2 or more coders we 

need to assess ICR (Inter-Coder Reliability) – more on this 

in next lectures



CMP’s data shortcomings

The crucial implication of having no estimate of 

associated error is that, when evaluating the 

difference between the estimated positions of two 

parties (or the same party at two points in time), we 

have no way of knowing, systematically, whether 

these positions are “the same” or “different”

The same two positions might be judged to be the 

same if they had large standard errors, or different if 

their standard errors were small. It is impossible, in 

the CMP data, to distinguish measurement error from 

“real” underlying change in the policy positions under 

investigation



CMP’s data shortcomings

This means that we do not know, for any two adjacent 

points in a time series, whether the difference 

between them is due to measurement error or 

movement in the underlying variable.

How to deal with that? We can simulate the error-

generating processes by which CMP data are 

generated through a bootstrapping analyses of coded 

quasi-sentences 

It is like trying to simulate what would have happened 

if several different coders read and codify the same 

electoral programs!



CMP’s data shortcomings

Benoit, K., M. Laver, S. Mikhaylov (2009). Treating 

Words as Data with Error: Uncertainty in Text 

Statements of Policy Positions, AJPS, 53(2): 495-513

A bit complex but ManifestoR package in R does that 

for you!

Any other alternatives? Well we could rely 

on…computerized text analysis!!!



Polimetrics

Lecture 4 

Comparative Manifesto Project 

and Beyond



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

On the other side the CMP scale presents some other 

advantages over expert surveys judgments:

Expert survey scores have very little dynamic variation: 

expert surveys over time tends to give quite similar 

scores for the same party!

This is troubling because it presents us with the possibility 

that expert scores are operating as if they describe 

general left-right tendencies across time, a mean 

position for each party

But such fixed positions preclude analyzing party 

movements, if there are real party movements



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Theoretical relevance of that: a measurement record of 

static party positions when in fact party position taking 

is dynamic, would make it impossible to investigate:

• whether parties try to accommodate the position of the 

median voter

• adapt their positions to one another or to their own past 

success

• follow through on their policy promises to voters while in 

government

• supply sufficiently dynamic offerings to electorates so as 

to make parties in parliament and government accurately 

reflect the position of median voters in the long run 



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

In this sense, it seems that while expert surveys measure the 

long-run general tendencies of party left-right positions, 

CMP shows there are systematic dynamics to party left-

right positions

Approx. 1 party out of 3 presents systematic policy changes

(though only few made substantive changes)



An application of the RILE measure to UK
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Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Moreover, expert surveys provide a static measurement of parties’ 

left-right positions not only over time, but across countries as 

well!

Expert surveys do not carry us much beyond what could be 

achieved by scoring party left-right positions according to 

each one’s party-family affiliation. The CMP, on the other 

hand, records meaningful differences across nations

The CMP measurements contain variation attributable to national 

differences: parties in Canada and Norway, for example, are 

relative more left-leaning within each party family compared to 

parties in the same family in the USA and Australia. 

 remember Downs! Convergence toward median voter

 maybe median voter in Norway is more leftist than USA



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

We appear to be stuck between a rock and a hard place 
with respect to the CMP a-prior left-right scale! 

If we do not change the definition of some policy scale in 
which we are interested, then it remains frozen at a 
particular time point and becomes progressively less 
valid

If we do change the content to reflect the changing political 
reality the scale is intended to measure, then how do we 
compare scale positions before and after the scale’s 
definition has been changed? 

Suggestion: the CMP generally preferred to expert surveys 
for analyses involving left-right party positions over an 
appreciable amount of time across countries



Explaining differences between CMP scale 

positions and Expert Surveys judgements

Note however that also the CMP dataset is a static

measure in relative terms, given that it cannot take into 

considerations what happens in the inter-electoral 

period!

For doing that, analyzing parliamentary speeches could

be a possible alternative…



…content analysis of parliamentary speeches

First, we can analyze “vote-of-confidence debates”. 

In Italy the cabinet has to pass a confidence votes before

getting into office (investiture).

During such debates the PM presents the policy programme

of the government discussing in detail all the priority of the 

policy agenda

Party leaders or prominent MPs reply by explaining their

reason for supporting or not the government in the 

confidence vote

We have been analyzing investiture debates from 1919 to

2014 (and we are keeping the database updated)  ILSD



…content analysis of parliamentary speeches

Italian Legislative Speeches Dataset (ILSD)

What about the Coding Scheme? We modified the CMP 

ones to take into account some peculiar features of

italian politics not caught by CMP

The original 56 CMP categories were extented up to 68, 

For example, we included extra-categories to capture all 

positive and negative references made by parties to 

Catholic Church, Soviet Union and Fascism.



…content analysis of parliamentary speeches



Core party theory

Il caso del governo Letta 2013 (Senato: 

aprile 2013)



Core party theory

Il caso del governo Letta 2013 (Senato: 

aprile 2013)



Core party theory

Il caso del governo Letta 2013 (Senato: 

aprile 2013)



Core party theory

Il caso del governo Letta 2013 (Senato: 

aprile 2013)



…content analysis of other political actors

By means of content analysis we can also estimate the 

policy preferences of other political actors. 

For instance, we can use it to investigate debates during

conferences and congresses promoted by interest 

groups, party factions, factions of the judiciary, but we

can also analyze interviews, public declarations, legal

verdicts, … can you think of other examples?

You must draft a proper coding scheme apt to the subject

or you must interpret the results in “relative” terms.



…content analysis of Head of States

“new year’s eve address”



…content analysis of Trade Unions

“congress motions”



3) The judiciary as a political actors?



What can we learn from measuring the 

positions of these other political actors?

1) We can learn new insights about the (internal) behavior

of these actors that were understudied (e.g. interest 

groups*, party factions, head of states, judiciary, etc.) 

2) We can discover “missing links” improving on existing 

theories related to the behaviour of classical political 

actors such as parties and governments (e.g. Laver and 

Schofield theory!). 

* More on this in the next lecture



1) Parties v/ Trade Unions (A)



2) Parties v/ Trade Unions (B)



3) Political competition within judiciary



4) (changing) Salience of corruption



5) Missing links: the role of Head of State 

during cabinet formation (A)



6) Missing links: the effect of Party Factions 

on Public Spending (B)



CMP’s data shortcomings

Human-coded content analysis is a painfully resource-

intensive activity

Given the huge expense involved, the vast majority of the 

manifestos that form the basis of the CMP dataset were 

coded once only by a single human coder(*)

A crucial consequence of this is that every single number in 

the CMP dataset, as in almost all other datasets generated 

by human-coded content analysis, is presented as a single 

point estimate with no estimate of associated error. But 

there is surely error in these, as in all other, data

(*) in case of content analyses made by 2 or more coders we 

need to assess ICR (Inter-Coder Reliability) – more on this 

later



CMP’s data shortcomings

The crucial implication of having no estimate of 

associated error is that, when evaluating the 

difference between the estimated positions of two 

parties (or the same party at two points in time), we 

have no way of knowing, systematically, whether 

these positions are “the same” or “different”

The same two positions might be judged to be the 

same if they had large standard errors, or different if 

their standard errors were small. It is impossible, in 

the CMP data, to distinguish measurement error from 

“real” underlying change in the policy positions under 

investigation



CMP’s data shortcomings

This means that we do not know, for any two adjacent 

points in a time series, whether the difference 

between them is due to measurement error or 

movement in the underlying variable.

How to deal with that? We can simulate the error-

generating processes by which CMP data are 

generated through a bootstrapping analyses of coded 

quasi-sentences 

It is like trying to simulate what would have happened 

if several different coders read and codify the same 

electoral programs!



CMP’s data shortcomings

Benoit, K., M. Laver, S. Mikhaylov (2009). Treating 

Words as Data with Error: Uncertainty in Text 

Statements of Policy Positions, AJPS, 53(2): 495-513

A bit complex but ManifestoR package in R does that 

for you!

Any other alternatives? Well we could rely 

on…computerized text analysis!!!



Inter-coder reliability

Inter-Coder Reliability (ICR) is the widely used term for the 

extent to which independent coders evaluate characteristic 

of a message or artifact and reach the same conclusion.

Measure of ‘consistency’, or better: intercoder agreement.

"the extent to which the different judges tend to assign 

exactly the same rating to each object" (Tinsley & 

Weiss, 2000, p. 98)



Inter-coder reliability

The a goal of content analysis is to identify and record 

relatively objective (or at least inter-subjective) 

characteristics of messages

 therefore, reliability is crucial!

Very relevant when you want to code the latent content

“under the surface” because coders have to provide 

subjective interpretations

When you want to code manifest content (“on the surface”), it 

can be easier. (e.g. yes/nay in voting declaration; gender 

based on your Facebook profile; etc…)



Inter-coder reliability

Although it does not insure validity, when it is not established 
properly, the data and interpretations of the data can not be 
considered valid.

 ICR is a necessary but insufficient condition to show validity

Poor levels of intercoder agreement = weaknesses in research 
methods:

1) Poor operational definitions

2) Ambiguity or lacks in the categories

3) Poor instructions or bad training of coders

 STOP! Go back, refine the tools (coding scheme), clarify the 
instructions and provide adequate training



Measuring Inter-coder reliability

Several indexes:

1) Percent agreement

2) Cohen’s kappa

3) Krippendorff’s alpha

4) Scott’s pi

A) Select one or more indexes!

Percent agreement should not be used alone because 

it does not account for agreement expected by 

chance



Measuring Inter-coder reliability

B) Select reliability level

The minimum acceptable level should be higher for more 

‘liberal’/“relaxed” indexes (e.g. Percent agreement) ~ 0.90

 Because these indexes overestimate agreement

It can be lower for more ‘conservative’/“tough” indexes (e.g. 

Cohen’s kappa, Krippendorff’s alpha, Scott’s pi) ~ 0.65



Measuring Inter-coder reliability

C) Select a sample of data analyzed

At least 10% of the full sample; no less than 50 units (and 

usually no more than 300 unless you analyzed a very 

huge number of ‘things’)

D) When you find disagreement, select a method to solve it

e.g. random; or use expert evaluation as a threshold; or look 

at the choice made by the majority of coders, etc.



Measuring Inter-coder reliability

I wanted to assess factional affiliation of Italian MPs in 

2012 based on their biography

MP Name CODER 1 CODER 2

AGOSTINI Roberta bersani bersani

AMENDOLA Enzo bersani bersani

AMICI Sessa bersani bersani

BARETTA Pier Paolo renzi bersani

BARGERO Cristina bersani bersani

BASSO Lorenzo renzi bersani



Measuring Inter-coder reliability

I wanted to assess factional affiliation of Italian MPs in 

2012 based on their biography

MP Name CODER 1 CODER 2

AGOSTINI Roberta 0 0

AMENDOLA Enzo 0 0

AMICI Sessa 0 0

BARETTA Pier Paolo 1 0

BARGERO Cristina 0 0

BASSO Lorenzo 1 0


